NEW RELEASES IN JANUARY 2020

Short overview

STOCKPHOTOGRAPHY
EARN MONEY WITH YOUR OWN PHOTOS

JAVA EXERCISE BOOK
FOR THE VERSIONS JAVA 8 TO JAVA 13 TASKS WITH COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

GETTING STARTED WITH KALI LINUX
PENETRATION TESTING AND ETHICAL HACKING WITH LINUX

LPIC-1
PREPARATION FOR THE LPI EXAMS 101 AND 102
STOCKPHOTOGRAPHY
EARN MONEY WITH YOUR OWN PHOTOS

Robert Kneschke is a full-time producer and photographer of stock photos. He also runs the successful blog "Alltag eines Fotoproducten".

- UPDATED AND EXTENDED 5TH EDITION OF THE GERMAN STANDARD REFERENCE ON STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY - WITH ALL CURRENT INFORMATION AND NEW CONTENT
- SELL IMAGES OVER THE INTERNET SUCCESSFULLY - FROM ORGANIZATION TO LICENSING
- EQUIPMENT, CHOICE OF MOTIFS AND WORKING WITH MODELS AS WELL AS TIPS ON KEYWORDS AND VARIOUS SALES MODELS

488 pages, € 39.99 (D)
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
In full colour
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0092-7
GETTING STARTED WITH KALI LINUX
PENETRATION TESTING AND ETHICAL HACKING WITH LINUX

• FROM INSTALLATION AND
  CONFIGURATION TO THE USE OF
  THE MOST IMPORTANT TOOLS

• DETAILED PROCEDURE OF
  SECURITY ASSESSMENTS AND
  PENETRATION TESTS WITH A
  HANDS-ON CHECKLIST

• VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
  WITH OPENVAS, ATTACKS WITH
  WEBSCARAB AND METASPLOIT,
  IT FORENSICS WITH AUTOPSY,
  REPORTING WITH FARADAY AND
  MANY MORE TOOLS

Jürgen Ebner is an IT technician and
certified data protection and IT security
expert. In IT support, he focuses on
proactive services to ensure greater
security in companies. With his IT
company ICTE, he offers managed
services and, above all, security
assessments and the development of
data protection concepts.
NEW RELEASES IN JANUARY 2020

JAVA EXERCISE BOOK
FOR JAVA 8 TO JAVA 13
TASKS WITH COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

Elisabeth Jung is a freelance author and lives in Frankfurt am Main. After studying mathematics at the University of Temeschburg in Romania, Elisabeth Jung taught basic computer science and Fortran. In 1982 she already published a collection of tasks for Fortran at the same university.

304 pages, € 29,99 (D)
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0123-8

• TRAIN YOUR JAVA SKILLS
• LEARNING BY DOING THROUGH PRACTICAL EXERCISES
• WITH COMPLETE AND COMMENTED SOLUTIONS
LPIC-1
PREPARATION FOR THE LPI EXAMS 101 AND 102

- RELEVANT ON THE EXAM GOALS VERSION 5.0
- ALL CONTENTS FOR THE EXAM ARE EXPLAINED IN DETAIL AND WITH CONTROL QUESTIONS

552 pages, € 33,00 (D)
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
ISBN: 978-3-95845-956-4

Anselm Lingnau has been working with Linux for more than 20 years as a trainer, author and consultant. He gave lectures and workshops on Linux and open source topics at events such as LinuxTag, CeBIT and FrOSCon. He currently works as a software developer for LSE Leading Security Experts GmbH and is an active member of LPI e.V.
NEW RELEASES IN FEBRUARY 2020

Short overview

**HTML UND CSS FOR KIDS**
CREATE YOUR OWN WEBSITES EASILY

**LET'S PLAY: LEARN HOW TO PROGRAMM WITH JAVA AND MINECRAFT**
CREATE PLUGINS WITHOUT ANY PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

**LUMINAR 4**
IMAGE MANAGEMENT AND IMAGE EDITING
LET'S PLAY: LEARN HOW TO PROGRAMM WITH JAVA AND MINECRAFT
CREATE PLUGINS WITHOUT ANY PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

- FOR BUKKIT AND SPIGOT
- CREATE YOUR OWN WORLD: BUILD TOWERS AND ENTIRE HOUSES AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON, REACT AUTOMATICALLY TO CHANGES IN THE WORLD
- DEVELOP NEW CRAFTING RECIPES AND CUSTOM GAME MODES SUCH AS A SNOWBALL FIGHT WITH A HIGH SCORE LIST
- WITH COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE TO ALL PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

384 pages, € 24.99 (D)
Paperback, 14,8 x 21 cm
In full colour
ISBN: 978-3-74750155-9

Daniel Braun has been a Minecrafter since the early days and as a professional he knows all facets of the game. He has already written several books about Minecraft.
HTML AND CSS FOR KIDS
CREATE YOUR OWN WEBSITES EASILY

• LEARN HTML AND CSS EASILY AND STEP BY STEP

• CREATE AN ENTIRE WEBSITE: COLOURFUL TEXTS, CLEAR TABLES, BEAUTIFUL PICTURES, PRACTICAL FORMS, VIDEOS AND EVEN MUSIC

• WITH A LOT OF BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE ON DESIGN AND SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

304 pages, €22,00 (D)
Paperback, 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0117-7

Thomas Kobert is an HTML expert and he has written many successful books on the subject.
NEW RELEASES IN FEBRUARY 2020

LUMINAR 4
IMAGE MANAGEMENT AND IMAGE EDITING

• THE POPULAR IMAGE EDITING ALTERNATIVE EXPLAINED STEP BY STEP
• FROM INSTALLATION AND THE CORRECT SETTINGS TO THE PROFESSIONAL HANDLING OF ALL THE TOOLS
• DETAILED HANDS-ON CHAPTERS: CREATE DIFFERENT PICTURE LOOKS, RETOUCH PORTRAITS, REPLACE THE SKY, INSERT SUNRAYS, CORRECT FALLING LINES AND MUCH MORE

Hendrik Roggemann is a freelance photographer and author. He writes reference books and articles on photography and gives seminars for photographers.

176 pages, €19.99 (D)
Paperback, 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0126-9
NEW RELEASES IN MARCH 2020

Short overview

PYTHON PACKED

PROGRAMMING ALEXA SKILLS

FOR AMAZON ECHO & CO
NEW RELEASES IN MARCH 2020

PYTHON PACKED

- FAST ACCESS TO MODULES, CLASSES AND FUNCTIONS
- TKINTER, DATABASES, OOP AND INTERNET PROGRAMMING
- FOR PYTHON 3.8

Michael Weigend is a computer science teacher and has written several books about Raspberry Pi and Python.

656 pages, € 22,99 (D)
Paperback, 12,5 x 18,5 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0194-8
PROGRAMMING ALEXA SKILLS
FOR AMAZON ECHO & CO

Sammy Zimmermanns is the owner of the company Zimmermanns Internet & PR Consulting, Blogger and SEO Consultant. Since the launch of Alexa, he has worked intensively with Alexa Skill Programming and published over 50 own skills in the Alexa Skill Store.

• EASY START INTO THE PROGRAMMING OF ALEXA SKILLS WITH JAVASCRIPT

• SAVE AND PROCESS USER RESPONSES, INTEGRATE IMAGES AND AUDIO FILES, ADVANCED DIALOG MANAGEMENT, CONNECTION TO EXTERNAL APIS AND MUCH MORE

• MAKE SKILLS POPULAR AND EARN MONEY WITH THEM

336 pages, € 29.99 (D)
Paperback, 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0114-6
NEW RELEASES IN APRIL 2020

Short overview

EFFICIENTLY ORGANIZE EVERYDAY WORKING LIFE
WITH VISUAL AND CREATIVE NOTES

MAILCHIMP
THE HANDS-ON MANUAL

AFFINITY PUBLISHER 1.8
HAND-ON GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS
EFFICIENTLY ORGANIZE EVERYDAY WORKING LIFE

WITH VISUAL AND CREATIVE NOTES
NUMEROUS TEMPLATES FOR PLANNING, BRAINSTORMING, ORGANIZATION AND MUCH MORE

Angela Altenbeck is head of sales management in a financial services institute and is also self-employed as a visual worker and thinker. In her everyday business she combines her work as an executive, coach and trainer in an agile environment efficiently and successfully with her visual work.

• USE VISUAL NOTES EASILY AT WORK
• FROM TO-DO LISTS, BRAINSTORMING, CONVERSATIONS AND MEETINGS TO PROCESSES AND DIAGRAMS
• WITH NUMEROUS TEMPLATES

200 pages, € 22,00 (D)  
Paperback, 17 x 21,8 cm  
ISBN: 978-3-95845-604-4
MAILCHIMP
THE HANDS-ON MANUAL
E-MAIL-MARKETING FOR B2C AND B2B

• FROM ACCOUNT SETUP TO CREATION OF ADDRESS LISTS, GROUPS AND SEGMENTS AS WELL AS SETTING OF CAMPAIGNS TO NEWSLETTER DESIGN, DISPATCH AND SUCCESS MONITORING

• ALL NEW FEATURES FOR FACEBOOK, GOOGLE AND INSTAGRAM ADVERTISING AS WELL AS A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE NEW MAILCHIMP PRICING MODEL

• NUMEROUS STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS AND VALUABLE TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL E-MAIL-MARKETING

Michael Keukert has been consulting customers in e-mail marketing with MailChimp at the e-commerce service provider AIXhibit AG for several years.

392 pages, € 39,99 (D)
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0222-8
**AFFINITY PUBLISHER 1.8**
**HANDS-ON GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS**

- **THE MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF PRINT PRODUCTS EXPLAINED BY USING A CONSISTENT EXAMPLE**
- **USEFUL TIPS AND TRICKS FOR A SMOOTH WORKFLOW AND AN ATTRACTIVE LAYOUT**
- **WITH MANY PRACTICAL EXAMPLES LIKE BUSINESS CARDS, PHOTO BOOKS, FLYERS AND BROCHURES**

Winfried Seimert is an IT lecturer, consultant and author of numerous specialist books, especially on the topics of software and operating systems. He always has the comfort of the user in mind and accordingly explains in a practical way. His books have been very popular since the mid-nineties due to their well thought-out structure.

328 pages, € 24.99 (D)
Paperback, 14.8 x 21 cm
In full color
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0222-8
NEW RELEASES IN MAY 2020

Short overview

LET'S PLAY: YOUR REDSTONE-GUIDE
HOW TO BUILD CIRCUITS WITH MINECRAFT

LET'S PLAY: HOW TO BUILD IN MINECRAFT
UNDER WATER, ON LAND AND IN THE AIR – INSTRUCTIONS, INSPIRATION, PROFESSIONAL TIPS

MICROSOFT TEAMS
HANDS-ON GUIDE

WATERCOLOR PEOPLE & PORTRAITS
WITH SKETCHES TO DOWNLOAD
LET’S PLAY: YOUR REDSTONE-GUIDE
HOW TO BUILD CIRCUITS WITH MINECRAFT

Daniel Braun has been a Minecraft fan since the early days and as a professional he knows all facets of the game. He has already written several books about Minecraft.

• UPGRADE YOUR HOUSE WITH DOOR OPENERS, ELEVATORS, COMBINATION LOCKS, SECRET PASSAGES AND TRAPS

• TRANSPORT OBJECTS ON RAILS: FROM CROSSINGS AND SWITCHES TO A SUBWAY AND AN AUTOMATIC FREIGHT STATION

• BUILD EVEN MORE: CANNONS, FIRING RANGES, AUTOMATIC FARMS AND WAREHOUSES, NUMBER DISPLAYS AND AIRSHIPS

240 pages, € 17,99 (D)
Paperback, 14,8 x 21 cm
In full color
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0204-4
NEW RELEASES IN MAY 2020

LET’S PLAY:
HOW TO BUILD IN MINECRAFT
UNDER WATER, ON LAND AND IN THE AIR –
INSTRUCTIONS, INSPIRATION, PROFESSIONAL TIPS

• CREATE YOUR OWN MINECRAFT WORLD: TIPS AND IDEAS FOR CREATIVE BUILDING PROJECTS

• INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATION, BRIDGES AND CASTLES, DEFENCE BUILDINGS, TRAPS AND CANNONS

• NUMEROUS PROFESSIONAL TRICKS E.G. FOR BUILDING UNDER WATER OR IN THE AIR

Daniel Braun has been a Minecraft fan since the early days and as a professional he knows all facets of the game. He has already written several books about Minecraft.
MICROSOFT TEAMS
HANDS-ON GUIDE

- 8 STEPS ON HOW TO WORK SUCCESSFULLY WITH MICROSOFT TEAMS
- DETAILED EXPLANATIONS OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS WITH MANY ILLUSTRATIONS
- NUMEROUS PRACTICAL TIPS FOR OPTIMAL TEAMWORK AND EFFECTIVE TASK AND FILE MANAGEMENT

Helmut Gräfen is an organizational consultant, trainer, coach and popular expert for Microsoft Teams, MS Outlook and MS OneNote. In his seminars and consulting projects he accompanies businesses in the introduction and practical application of Microsoft Teams and the optimization of workflows.

248 pages, € 24,99 (D)
Paperback, 17 x 24 cm
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0134-4
WATERCOLOR PEOPLE & PORTRAITS
WITH SKETCHES TO DOWNLOAD

Sarah Plaumann is a freelance illustrator and designer. In her own studio in Kempen on the Lower Rhine she creates graphic and illustrative ideas for companies and publishers.

- BASICS ON PROPORTIONS, BODY AND FACE PARTS AS WELL AS EXPRESSION, POsing, MOVEMENT AND DYNAMICS
- NUMEROUS PROJECTS WITH DETAILED STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
- USE OF SEVERAL MATERIALS SUCH AS ACRYLIC, INK AND CARDBOARD

144 pages, € 19,99 (D)
Paperback, 17 x 21,8 cm
In full color
ISBN: 978-3-7475-0152-8